tent with geophysical models, for example, B69 (19) and M94 (20). In comparing our laboratory-based lower mantle model with upper mantle model XPSR98 (7), we found a conductivity jump of two orders of magnitude at the 410-km discontinuity and a minor conductivity increase at 660-km depth where ringwoodite disproportionates to perovskite ϩ magnesiowüstite.
280, 1415 (1998) (Model XPSR98). 8. MgO rings are also in contact with the sample but have no effect on oxygen fugacity. 9. Conductivity ϭ 1/RQ, where R is the resistance of sample and Q ϭ A/l is the geometric factor of the recovered sample (A ϭ r 2 is the area of the electrodes and l is the length of the sample). The maximum error of the sample's geometry is 20% according to microscopic examination. 10. The conductivities in results from duplicate experiments differ by less than 0.07 logarithmic units, where the difference is likely due to uncertainty in sample geometry (a maximum uncertainty in geometry of 20% gives a difference of 0.08 logarithmic units in conductivity). 11. Samples identical to those used for conductivity measurements were synthesized at the same conditions and examined with the Mössbauer milliprobe according to the procedure described previously [C. A. Seismic waves that traverse Earth's inner core along north-south paths produce unusually broad pulse shapes at long periods (compared with waves along east-west paths) and reflections from below the inner core boundary at short periods. The observations provide compelling evidence for a seismic velocity discontinuity along north-south paths about 200 kilometers below the inner core boundary separating an isotropic upper inner core from an anisotropic lower inner core. The triplication associated with such a structure might be responsible for reported waveform complexity of short-period inner core arrivals along north-south paths and, if the depth of the boundary is laterally variable, their large travel-time variation.
Earth's core consists of a solid inner core with a radius of 1220 km surrounded by a liquid iron-rich outer core with a radius of 3480 km. The inner core was formed by the freezing of the liquid outer core as the Earth's interior loses its primordial heat (1) . It is thought that the slow growth of the inner core provides a source of energy to drive the geodynamo in the fluid outer core, which generates the Earth's magnetic field (2) . Sixty years after the inner core was discovered in 1936 (3), seismic observations revealed that it was rotating relative to the mantle at about 1°per year (4). The inner core rotation is driven by magnetic coupling between the electrically conductive inner core and the geomagnetic field (5). Subsequent estimates of the rotation vary by one order of magnitude, from 3°per year (6) to 0.2°to 0.3°p er year (7), depending on the measurements of time-dependent signals and the models of inner core anisotropy used to infer the rotation.
The hypothesis that the inner core is anisotropic was first proposed in 1986 (8) and the presence of significant anisotropy in the inner core is now well established (9) . On average, the wave velocity is about 3% faster along north-south (NS) ray paths through the inner core than along east-west (EW) ray paths (10) . However, the detailed structure of the inner core anisotropy appears to be complex with significant lateral and depth variations (11) (12) (13) (14) . Although anisotropy occurs throughout the bulk of the inner core (15) , the upper part of the inner core has weak to negligible anisotropy (11, 12) . In addition, seismograms produced by NS paths show inner core arrivals with smaller amplitudes (16) and more complex waveforms (17) at short periods. Here we present evidence for a transitional structure of a mostly isotropic upper inner core (UIC) surrounding an anisotropic lower inner core (LIC) (Fig. 1A) . We show that the triplication (Fig. 1B ) associated with the rapid increase of velocity at such a transition along NS paths provides a consistent explanation for the anomalously broad waveforms of PKP-DF phases (compared with PKP-BC or PKP-AB phases) on long-period and broadband seismograms (dominant period about 10 s) and reflections from within the inner core on short-period seismograms (period about 1 s). The PKP-DF (or simply DF) ray goes through the inner core, whereas the PKP- BC ray travels nearly the same path throughout the mantle and most of the outer core, but turns near the base of the outer core, and the PKP-AB ray turns in the mid-outer core. Establishment and characterization of such a transition is likely to be important for understanding the source of the inner core anisotropy under debate and the evolution and dynamics of the Earth's core in general.
The most compelling differences between observations along EW versus NS paths are shown in Fig. 2 . The waveforms of the DF phases from the EW paths are similar to the corresponding BC waveforms with the exception of a slight broadening and less high frequency content in the DF waveforms due to inner core attenuation (18) . The difference in time of the DF versus the BC arrivals is well predicted by the Preliminary Reference Earth Model PREM2 (19) . In contrast, the DF phases from the NS paths arrive earlier than predicted by the reference model, as attributed to the inner core anisotropy, and have much broader waveforms than the corresponding BC and AB phases. Note the sharp contrast in DF waveforms and BC to DF differential times between the EW path from event 11 in the South Sandwich Islands (SSI) ( Table 1) to station INCN in Korea and the NS paths from the same event to KDAK and COLA in Alaska and to INK in Canada.
Although the inner core attenuation may be anisotropic with higher attenuation along the NS direction (20) , the anomalous broadening cannot be caused by the inner core attenuation alone based on the following arguments. First, compared with the amplitude ratios in the EW records, the amplitude ratios of these unusually broad DF arrivals to the BC arrivals in the broadband records are not small. Second, the broadband records of Vinnik et al. (15) from NS paths from SSI to eastern Siberia at larger distances (Ͼ170°) do not show such anomalous broadening in the DF waveforms; because DF waves spend more time in the inner core at larger distances, more broadening would be expected if the inner core attenuation were the cause (21) . Nor can the anomalous broadening be explained by the earthquake sources or struc- Fig. 1 . (A) Schematic of isotropic UIC and anisotropic LIC structure. The UIC/LIC boundary (solid line) would give rise to multiple paths for seismic waves traveling nearly NS through the inner core at certain distances, producing distorted waveforms in long-period seismograms and multiple arrivals in short-period seismograms. The boundary is speculated to be irregular, which may explain recent reports of large scatter in inner core travel times (14) . (B) Travel-time curves of seismic waves that go through the Earth's core (PKP) for an Earth model that includes a two-layered inner core with a velocity discontinuity at the boundary. Because of the discontinuity, waves that go through the inner core produce three branches (triplication) of arrivals, instead of one branch (DF): waves that turn in the upper inner core (DF ab ), waves that are reflected at the boundary (DF bc ), and waves that turn in the lower inner core (DF cd ). Synthetic seismograms (leftmost and rightmost two columns) are calculated by using generalized ray theory for a source depth at 192 km and 130 km, respectively, and an inner core attenuation factor Q ϭ 385 (which corresponds to t* ϭ 0.35 s of PREM2 at 152°, where t* is the travel time divided by Q and then integrated along the ray path through the inner core). The duration of the source time functions used for the synthetics of the leftmost column is 3 s (except the bottom trace, which has a 5-s duration). To simulate the different sources in the NS data, the durations of the source time functions used are 5 and 3 s, respectively, for the synthetics at whole degrees and those at half-degrees in the rightmost column. Note the broad DF waveforms from the NS paths are reasonably reproduced in these synthetics for the model with a velocity jump inside the inner core and the PREM2 synthetics agree well with the EW data.
ture in the mantle, which would affect BC and DF waves similarly because the two ray paths are nearly the same throughout the mantle. The observed phenomenon is also apparent in the records from SSI events to stations (DAWY, INK, and MBC) in Canada and in the record from an event in Drake Passage (between the southern tip of South America and Antarctica, to the west of SSI) to station ARU in Russia, so that it cannot be caused by local mantle structure such as a subduction slab beneath Alaska (7). The simplest explanation to the observed phenomenon is a triplication produced by a sudden increase in velocity along NS paths due to a change in the inner core anisotropy. We computed synthetic seismograms for different models to match the observed broad DF waveforms (Fig. 2) . The approach of waveform modeling has been a standard practice in seismology for a couple of decades (22) and it is particularly useful for identifying triplications. Synthetics generated for our smooth reference model, PREM2, fit the waveforms of the EW paths rather well. The model with a P velocity jump of 4.3% at 250 km below the inner core boundary (ICB) reproduces the broad DF waveforms of the NS paths reasonably well. Further tests show that models with a 3.5% jump at 200 km below the ICB and a 5% jump at 300 km below the ICB match the waveforms nearly as well. The broad DF waveforms in these synthetics are the results of overlapping energy of the waves that are refracted in the LIC (DF cd branch in Fig. 1 ) and the waves that are refracted at the bottom of the UIC (DF ab branch) or diffracted along the boundary (diffraction beyond the b cusp; Fig. 1B ). To produce broad enough waveforms, the boundary needs to be relatively sharp (within 50 km in thickness). However, there is some model trade-off between the transition depth and the velocity jump.
We have also observed direct evidence for a discontinuity within the inner core from shortperiod reflections in records from an earthquake in Drake Passage to the German Regional Seismic Network (GRSN) (Fig. 3) . The record section provides dense coverage between 122°and 127°, where reflections from the ICB (PKiKP or CD branch in Fig. 1B ) are often observed with a moderate-sized earthquake. When the records are aligned with the PKiKP arrivals, clear secondary arrivals, coming out of the tails of the PKiKP pulses, can be observed to move further away from PKiKP from 124°to 122° (  Fig. 3, dashed line) . At a distance of 122°, the secondary reflection arrives about 2.3 s after PKiKP with a ray parameter of about 14 s per radian smaller than that of PKiKP, which suggests that the reflector is about 95 km below the ICB. Synthetics for a model with a 4% jump at 95 km below the ICB (Fig. 3, right column) generally match the relative amplitudes and shapes of the later phases. Secondary inner core reflections such as these have been reported. Souriau and Souriau (23) observed near vertical reflections from 120 km below the ICB by stacking seismograms recorded at the Warramunga array in northern Australia from an earthquake in Loyalty Islands (curiously, an EW path) and suggested possible layering inside the inner core. Recently, Eakins et al. (24) also observed similar near vertical reflections at the ANZA broadband network in California from an earthquake 11 km southeast of the array.
For an inner core model with smooth velocity increase with depth, BC and DF waveforms are expected to have similar shapes. Generally, short-period DF phases are quite clear and strong for EW paths at distances 150°to 154°w
here BC phases are observable (17) . But anomalous fast DF arrivals associated with NS paths have been well recognized to have small amplitudes and complicated waveforms at short periods (16, 17, 25) , and separate phases are clearly observable within the DF time windows on some seismograms (26) . The proposed strong inner core attenuation along NS paths (20) may explain the observed small amplitudes but not the waveform complexities. The transitional inner core structure we proposed here may offer an explanation. Such models with a jump would produce a triplication at short periods (Fig. 1B) , which may appear as separate phases or cause complexity in the DF time window at short-period seismograms, much like the complexity found in upper mantle phases that result from upper mantle discontinuities. In defining the triplication, however, previous studies of the upper mantle discontinuities (27) suggest that long-period body waves as dis- Synthetics calculated for a model with a 4% P jump at 95 km below the ICB and t* ϭ 0.2 s in the inner core. We used the t* value that was obtained from modeling short-period waveforms of PKP waves sampling the upper 100 km of the inner core from the NS paths from SSI events to stations in the United States and Canada (12) .
cussed above are more effective than shortperiod triplication data because short-period data are more prone to scattering. The model we adopted with a sharp change of anisotropy at about 100 to 250 km depth of the inner core is not unique. For example, models with multiple boundaries may explain the data, as may models with the boundary depth varying laterally. Recent travel-time measurements for NS paths show considerable variation of over 2 s in BC Ϫ DF differential times from rays sampling different parts of the inner core (14) . Large scatter in AB Ϫ DF is expected based on the large variation in the lowermost mantle (28) . Scatter in BC Ϫ DF is more difficult to explain without variation in the inner core because the two rays are near each other when crossing the core-mantle boundary. The seismic data that sample the inner core reported here suggest variation of more than 100 km in the depth of the transition boundary over the sampling distance approximately equal to the radius of the inner core. Such large variation, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1A , could produce the reported scatter of differential BC Ϫ DF travel times. This is rather speculative, however, and needs to be substantiated by more NS observations of shortperiod inner core reflections and modeling of long-period and broadband waveforms.
Naturally, the question of the physical or chemical cause of this inner core structure arises. Three structures of iron-face-centered cubic, hexagonal close-packed (hcp), and the recently discovered (29) ␤ structures-are thought to be stable in the inner core. A phase transition from one structure of iron to another would be consistent with the sharp boundary that we have observed, but the depth of such a phase transition may not vary much laterally in the inner core where temperature variation is expected to be small. Alternatively, the observed boundary may mark the separation of randomly oriented anisotropic iron crystals in the upper part and those aligned preferentially NS in the lower part. If we assume hcp iron for the inner core, the velocity change across the boundary along the NS direction from the upper part of randomly oriented iron crystals to the lower part with iron crystals preferentially aligned, NS is expected to be two to three times the velocity change across the boundary along the EW direction, making the boundary more evident along NS paths as we reported here.
Isotopic Evidence for the Cretaceous-Tertiary Impactor and Its Type A. Shukolyukov and G. W. Lugmair
High-precision mass spectrometric analysis of chromium in sediment samples from the Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-T ) boundary coincident with the extinction of numerous organisms on Earth confirms the cosmic origin of the K-T phenomenon. The isotopic composition of chromium in K-T boundary samples from Stevns Klint, Denmark, and Caravaca, Spain, is different from that of Earth and indicates its extraterrestrial source. The chromium isotopic signature is consistent with a carbonaceous chondrite-type impactor. The observed differences in the chromium isotopic composition among various meteorite classes can serve as a diagnostic tool for deciphering the nature of impactors that have collided with Earth during its history.
The discovery of high concentrations of Ir and other noble metals in K-T boundary sediments (1, 2) led to the hypothesis that the worldwide enrichment of this and some other siderophile elements in the K-T boundary layer is due to an impact of asteroidal or cometary material 65 million years ago (Ma). This suggestion was based on the fact that the terrestrial crust is highly depleted in the noble metals as compared to the concentrations of noble metals in meteorites and because the terminal Cretaceous extinctions of terrestrial organisms occurred at the K-T boundary (3). However, the hypothesis on the cosmic origin of Ir and the concept of the extraterrestrial cause of the Cretaceous extinctions have not been unanimously accepted. Some researchers have argued that excess Ir and other phenomena observed at the K-T boundary can be explained by enhanced volca-
